


THE VENTRAC

4520
Through Ventrac’s advanced engineering and design efforts, the best mix of machine 

performance, operator experience, and durability has come together in the new 4520 

tractor. Ventrac has become a top choice for versatility for ground’s care professionals. 

Combining the perfect blend of peak power and agility with front-mounted attachments 

for superior visibility.

QUICK CONNECT ATTACHMENTS
Out-front attachments provide you better visibility, safety, and control

FLEXFRAME
Maneuver with tighter turns, more stability, & better ground contact 

WEIGHT TRANSFER
Shifts the load to increase stability and provide traction when you need it most

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
For superior traction in all situations

EFFORTLESS STEERING & CONTROLS
Intuitive controls help you become one with the machine

LIGHT FOOTPRINT
Allows you to operate on soft ground with minimal impact

ALL SEASON PERFORMANCE
No matter the weather or job, this tractor is ready to get it done

LOW PROFILE DESIGN
For optimized stability and performance handling

ELEVATE.
THE NEXT LEVEL.
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MASTER OF ANY TERRAIN
FLEXFRAME LIGHT FOOTPRINT
The majority of compact tractors have followed the structure of traditional 

agricultural tractors with a straight frame design. Unfortunately, this old-fashioned  

design was not for machines that needed to adapt to uneven and wet terrain.  

In contrast, the Ventrac 4520 is built with FlexFrame, allowing the tractor  

to articulate and oscillate. Ventrac’s FlexFrame allows the machine to crawl  

over terrain no matter how it changes, allowing more stability and capability  

to work on surfaces that aren’t perfectly flat. 

One of the most significant benefits of Ventrac's FlexFrame design is the machine's 

light footprint, which can be maximized with the addition of dual wheels. 

Even on the most delicate turf, its ability to operate in wet conditions makes its 

performance in less-than-perfect conditions unmatched by any other equipment. 

Ventrac's all-wheel drive and flotation tires help the tractor move across the 

turf without creating ruts or tearing out the grass by its roots. In addition,  

the oscillating FlexFrame keeps all four tires in contact with the ground, spreading 

out the weight of the tractor and minimizing its impact on the wet ground.

GENTLE ON TURF
•   Dual Wheels for Better Weight Distribution

•   Minimized Impact on Turf

•   Operate on Soft Ground Conditions

POWERFUL FLEXIBILITY
•   Smoother Ride for Operator

•   Increased Stability on Slopes

•   Better Ground Contact

•   Matching Wheel Path

•   Tighter Turning Radius
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ADVANTAGE ON SLOPES
DESIGNED FOR SLOPES
Ventrac's slope capabilities will elevate your operational experience to 

the next level. With a unique blend of features that no other machine 

can offer, Ventrac provides exceptional stability and control on slopes.

Combining the FlexFrame design, all-wheel-drive, and dual wheels  

allows the tractor to hug the turf for better traction and stability  

on slopes up to 30 degrees with confidence.

•   Full-Time Contact with the Ground

•   Wide Stance for Exceptional Stability

•   Mow Slopes up to 30 degrees

SINGLE WHEELS

20°
WHEEL EXTENSIONS

25°
DUAL WHEELS

30°
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ELITE SIDEWALK SNOW REMOVAL
SIZED FOR SIDEWALKS
The snow removal industry can be competitive, and contractors must perform 

at the highest level to flourish. Ventrac's full line of snow and ice management 

equipment provides contractors with the edge they need to compete.

The FlexFrame design allows for better maneuverability in tight spaces and  

smaller areas plus has the added benefit to navigate curbs up to 8 inches.

Contractors save labor and time while performing more efficiently when multi- 

tasking with the 4520. Eliminate sidewalk shoveling and separate salt applications  

by combining an attachment on the front and a deicer on the back for a one-pass  

process, saving time and labor.

For every intensity of snow event, Ventrac has you covered with the  

ideal attachment. Brooms handle light snows with ease, snow blowers  

for heavy removal, and blades for everything in between. To enhance  

the operator’s experience, staying warm and dry is achieved with  

the addition of a heated cab. 

Ventrac’s compact size and its one-pass process results in the  

perfect match for tackling sidewalk snow. 
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EXPAND YOUR MOWING CAPABILITIES

VENTRAC STRIPES - SUBMITTED BY JAMES SUMNICK

Ventrac's full arsenal of mower decks offers every mowing option you need  

for efficiency, quality of cut, and precision to maintain everything from  

wild brush to professional league sports turf. Within this extensive line  

of mowers, each offers world-class performance and capabilities.

Features include single-lever height adjustments, full-length rear rollers, 

high-strength steel deck construction, and industrial components.

An optional hydraulic flip-up and mulch kit add convenience and  

versatility to this lineup.

VERSATILITY IN MOWING
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VERSATILITY FOR 
CONTRACTORS
Pete Denny is the owner of GCI Turf Services in Greensboro, North Carolina. Pete is all about efficiency,  

ease of work, and long-lasting, quality-made equipment. He is a self-proclaimed ‘Equipment Junkie’  

and doesn’t mind investing in good equipment.

Pete’s lawn business has expanded since adding Ventrac, and he can now offer more services.  

His business used to be fertilizer, weed control, and mowing, but his investment in Ventrac has  

added specialized revenue streams. He is now taking on jobs such as reconditioning gravel driveways,  

brush mowing, and even trenching.

DURING THE WINTER SEASON, when there 

is less mowing, he takes on gravel driveway 

restoration projects that involve re-crowning, 

smoothing, and fixing potholes. He can save his 

clients from purchasing new gravel by bringing 

old gravel to the surface for a fresh finish.

PETE'S FAVORITE ATTACHMENT for his  

Ventrac is the Tough Cut with dual wheels  

because he feels unstoppable. He can now cut  

overgrown areas that were previously defined  

as un-mowable. 

He offers slope mowing on hills up to 30 degrees  

and cuts through tall brush and small saplings  

for his clients.

THE INCREDIBLY VERSATILE NATURE  
of the 4520 and attachments means that Pete  

has invested in something to take his business  

to the next level, and he wants to keep going  

- power raking, tough cutting, trenching, 

and mowing all in one day.

WATCH THE REST OF PETE'S INTERVIEW AT YOUTUBE.COM/VENTRAC

I’m all about efficiency, 
ease-of-work, and 

something that’s going to 
last a long time. I’ve bought 
multiple attachments for the 
tractor. We’re able to offer 

so many more services now.

- Pete Denny, NC Landscape Contractor

Pete Denny is a Ventrac Sponsored Advocate.
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ORDER YOUR VENTRAC 4520 
TODAY AT PARKLAND.

PARKLAND.CO.NZ/VENTRAC
0800 807 333


